A 12 A resolution X-ray diffraction study of the profile structure of isolated bovine retinal rod outer segment disk membranes.
Electron density profiles of disk membranes isolated from bovine retinal rod outer segments have been determined to 12 A resolution by analysis of the X-ray diffraction from oriented multilayers, in the absence of lipid phase separation. Data were collected on both film and a two-dimensional TV-detector; both detectors yielded identical patterns consisting of relatively sharp lamellar reflections of small mosaic spread. The unit cell repeat was reversibly varied over the range of 143 to 183 A. The diffraction patterns changed dramatically at 150 A; consequently, the low (less than 150 A) and high (greater than 150 A) periodicity data were independently analyzed via a swelling algorithm. The high periodicity data yielded two statistically equivalent phase choices corresponding to two symmetric, but different membrane profiles. The low periodicity data yielded essentially one, characteristically asymmetric profile. These profiles have been modeled with regard to the separate profiles of rhodopsin, lipid and water, subject to the known composition of the isolated disk membranes.